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⑴Anti-Hate Engineering = Trust Building Engineering!
As everyone knows that two {money and connections} are core of human life as a social
relationship, therefore the logical contraposition is
Destruction of the relation two {money and connections}, the former is economic blockade ,,
the latter is hate engineering, and the total is war.
One of the core of the current situation is Hatred Engineering = a conspiracy to destroy
human trust, induce conflict and promote collapse between their mutual relation.
In general, personal worries are overwhelmingly caused by loss of trust in interpersonal
relationships, which is now accelerating also due to the vulnerable globalization.
In conclusion, escaping the vulnerable world {Corona_Ukraine War etc,....-Climate Collapse}
becomes anti-hate engineering
Anti-Hate Engineering = Trust Building Engineering!
If the world establishes mutual trust by {global joint recognition of unique and only core fact},
it would be the final victory by theWorld Unity! ,

⑵The skill is known in both business and science and technology
Don't argue for a long time, but the core of victory is comprehensible = simplification! !! !!
Your answer is no,no,, yes,yes, more than that comes from wickedness, Bible Matthew 5.37
{ the Bible＝Trust Building Engineering } is also logic! !! ,
If you clearly define the problem and start working on it,
you would come to a conclusion immediately.
* Godel's completeness theorem: Truth can be uniquely determined (proof).

...... What happens in the reality = A historical fact is always unique and only ! !! !!

* Godel's incompleteness theorem: There is nondeterminism, and its lack of information

becomes a stochastic phenomenon.

http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf

⑶Facing Dialogue with Science Experts in Equal Positions
_ Disclosing the truth about Do or Die in this Time of Universal Deceit.
http://777true.net/DEBATE-the-DO-or-Die_1.pdf
Let you do it by altogether in consultation with scientists and engineers,

⑷author's question:
professor ES, isn't it possible only by being ultimate sincere (by providing the truth?),
as is told in your supreme skill of business.
answer from ES professor:
........... Somehow control the illegal gangsters in dark blue uniforms ! ,

author's answer:
............ Yes, I accept it!

http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf
http://777true.net/DEBATE-the-DO-or-Die_1.pdf

